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(2) LEARNING OUTCOMES
Learning outcomes
The course learning outcomes, specific knowledge, skills and competences of an appropriate level, which the students will acquire
with the successful completion of the course are described.
Consult Appendix A
 Description of the level of learning outcomes for each qualifications cycle, according to the Qualifications Framework of the
European Higher Education Area
 Descriptors for Levels 6, 7 & 8 of the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning and Appendix B
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The objective of the course is to make the student familiar with the transmission and
distribution of electrical energy from the places of production to consumer areas and
isolated consumers in order to be able to appreciate the relative procedures from the
technical, economic and social point of view.
Targets of the course are the students to be able :
1. to understand all the specialized knowledge concerning any aspect of transmission and
distribution procedures and thus to work efficiently in relative positions.
General Competences
Taking into consideration the general competences that the degree-holder must acquire (as these appear in the Diploma
Supplement and appear below), at which of the following does the course aim?
Search for, analysis and synthesis of data and information,

Project planning and management

with the use of the necessary technology
Adapting to new situations
Decision-making
Working independently
Team work
Working in an international environment
Working in an interdisciplinary environment
Production of new research ideas

Respect for difference and multiculturalism
Respect for the natural environment
Showing social, professional and ethical responsibility and
sensitivity to gender issues
Criticism and self-criticism
Production of free, creative and inductive thinking
……
Others…
…….

The course aims at developing the following abilities :
1. Search for, analysis and synthesis of data and information, with the use of the necessary
technology
2. Decision-making
3. Working independently
4. Team work

(3) SYLLABUS

THEORY
Introductory elements of sinusoidal voltage circuits, voltage, current, resistance, inductance
capacitance, Chirchoff’s laws, Ohm’s law, power, real power, reactive power, apparent
power, power factor, inductance and capacitance under dynamic and static state,
impedance and admittance under static state, distribution systems, computer use in power
systems, power system equipment, aerial transmission lines, inductance of aerial
transmission lines, capacitance of aerial transmission lines, short length transmission line,
medium length transmission line, great length transmission line, presentation of aerial
transmission line under steady state in the form of divided elements, electric equivalent
circuit of aerial transmission line under steady state in the form of divided elements,
development of the mathematical equations of line voltage and current as a function of
distance, theoretical interpretation of the previous mathematical equations of line voltage
and current, wave behaviour of line voltage and current, estimation and interpretation of
line voltage and current equations parameters (line characteristic resistance, transmission
co-efficient, decrement co-efficient, phase co-efficient, line wave length, line voltage and
current refraction co-efficient, wave transmission velocity, wave travelling time, etc.), line
special cases (line without losses, line without deformation, normal line), exponential form
of line equations, hyperbolic form of line equations, typical line terminations (open line,
Ferranti phenomenon, short circuit line, line with terminal resistance equivalent to line
characteristic resistance), estimation of apparent resistance at the beginning and the end of
line, relationship between them, π and τ equivalent line circuit, applications, introduction to
per unit system, using the per unit system in transmission line studies and calculations,
aerial line statics, estimation of line conductor curve, length and height, approximate
equations of line conductor curve, length and height, wind and ice influence on line
conductor, suspension of line conductor on inclined ground, calculations, applications.
LABORATORY
Estimation of phase succession in 3-phase line
Parameters estimation of 3-phase transmission line
Real and reactive power measurement of 3-phase consumer
Short length 3-phase transmission line

Medium length 3-phase transmission line
Ferranti phenomenon in 3-phase transmission line
3-phase transmission line in the form of 4-pole circuit
Voltage fluctuation of 3-phase transmission line

(4) TEACHING and LEARNING METHODS - EVALUATION
DELIVERY
Face-to-face, Distance learning, etc.

USE OF INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Use of ICT in teaching, laboratory education,
communication with students

TEACHING METHODS
The manner and methods of teaching are
described in detail.
Lectures, seminars, laboratory practice,
fieldwork, study and analysis of bibliography,
tutorials, placements, clinical practice, art
workshop, interactive teaching, educational
visits, project, essay writing, artistic creativity,
etc.

In the classroom with the physical presence of
students
Use of I.C.T. for communication with students
Activity

Lectures
Exercises
Laboratory
Technical Reports
Personal Study
Course total

Semester workload

52
13
26
26
73
190

The student's study hours for each learning
activity are given as well as the hours of nondirected study according to the principles of the
ECTS

STUDENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Description of the evaluation procedure
Language of evaluation, methods of evaluation,
summative or conclusive, multiple choice
questionnaires, short-answer questions, openended questions, problem solving, written work,
essay/report,
oral
examination,
public
presentation,
laboratory
work,
clinical
examination of patient, art interpretation, other

Written examination: 60%
Laboratory exercise: 40%

Specifically-defined evaluation criteria are
given, and if and where they are accessible to
students.
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